1.1. **Description.** Do not initiate programs for the construction of new officer dining facilities or major modification of existing dining facilities for officers' use without advance approval by MAJCOM/A1S. The possibility of serving officers in existing airmen dining facilities, without detriment to the service for airmen, should be explored.

1.2. **Requirements Determination.** Space requirements are the same as for airmen dining facilities.

1.3. **Scope Determination.** See CATCODE 722351 Airmen Dining Facility paragraph 1.3.

1.4. **Dimensions.** See CATCODE 722351 Airmen Dining Facility paragraph 1.3 and CATCODE 722351 Airmen Dining Facility Table 1.1.

1.5. **Design Considerations.** See UFC 4-722-01 and the USAF Dining Facilities Design Guide.

1.5.1. **Dining Facility Storage Annex.** Some existing facilities, designed under earlier space criteria, do not contain as much storage space as current criteria would provide. Where this condition significantly impairs operational efficiency, a storage annex may be provided, preferably adjacent to the dining facility. Annex space uses either CATCODE 722351 or 722356, as appropriate, with two units of measure, square meters (ft²) and persons (in this case, one person). Include the latter unit to ensure the facility’s acceptance in the computer system. The space provided in existing dining facilities and their existing or proposed storage annexes may not exceed the dining facilities serving capacity provided under CATCODE 722345 Fast Food Facility, and CATCODE 722351 Airmen Dining Facility. Submit all proposed acquisitions of space or facilities to serve as storage annexes to AFSVA for review. The preceding instructions do not apply to annexes to Dependent Boarding School Dining Facility (CATCODE 730781), which are reported under CATCODE 730783.